The present work is about the algorithms and parallel constructs of a spectral element equatorial ocean model. It shows that high order domain decomposition ocean models can be efficiently implemented on massively parallel architectures, such as the Connection Machine Model CM5. The optimized computational efficiency of the parallel spectral element ocean model comes not only from the exponential convergence of the numerical solution, but also from the work-intensive, medium-grained, geometry-based data parallelism. The data parallelism is created to efficiently implement the spectral element ocean model on the distributed-memory massively parallel computer, which minimizes communication among processing nodes. Computational complexity analysis is given for the parallel algorithm of the spectral element ocean model, and the model's parallel performance on the CM5 is evaluated. Lastly; results from a simulation of wind-driven circulation in low-latitude Atlantic ocean are described.
Introduction
The spectral element method is a combination of both the spectral and the finite element methods. The spectral element method is also called the "p-type finite element" method, or the h-p type weighted residual method. Like the spectral method, it uses high order polynomials as trial functions, but like the finite element method, it decomposes the computational domain into many elements and defines local trial functions. The hybrid character of the spectral element method enables it to overcome the shortcomings of both the spectral method and the finite element method but still retain their advantages. Since the trial functions of the spectral element method are local, it can handle complex geometry easily. On the other hand, it is still a high order weighted residual method, so the exponential convergence rate is achieved as the degree of the polynomials in each element is increased. The main difference between the spectral element method and the spectral multi-domain method is that the Co and C1 boundary conditions at the interface of the elements have to be explicitly enforced by the spectral multi-domain method. The spectral element method, by contrast, uses the variational principle to guarantee Co and C1 (weakly) continuity at the interface, which results in a much simpler and more natural approach than the nonvariational method; therefore, parallel algorithms can be conveniently implemented. In the past decade or so, research on the spectral element method has made important progress in perfecting this state-of-the-art numerical method [4, 13, 14] . More recently, the spectral element method has shown encouraging potential in oceanic applications [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] .
The present work is about the implementation and results of a massively parallel, spectral element, high-resolution, three-dimensional equatorial ocean model which, in particular, is capable of resolving both the horizontal and the vertical structures of the low-latitude western boundary processes. The current version of the model is driven solely by wind stress and ignores the dynamical effects of stratification. This model is designed to study the effect of wind in the formation and variation of important meso-to-small scale equatorial ocean phenomenon, such as eddies, low-latitude western boundary currents: and vertically alternating equatorial zonal jets. The high efficiency of this model is based on an optimized coupling between the numerical algorithm and the computer architecture (algorithm-architecture). In addition to its exponential convergence rate, the model's performance is further enhanced by the spectral element tensor-product factorization and spectral element parallelism.
Governing Equations
The model equations include three dimensional time dependent primitive equations with hydrostatic approximation [l] . The vertical Coriolis force term in the zonal momentum equation, which is usually omitted in general circulation models, is kept for the reason that it could become important at the equator. For convenience, the original spherical coordinates (A, #, r ) are mapped onto another coordinates system (z, y, z ) , and relationship between these two coordinate systems is defined as:
where ro is the radial distance of the sea level.
Yo-normal flow, no-slide boundary conditions are applied to all lateral boundaries and to the ocean floor. At the sea-surface, we assume the rigid-lid boundary condition. The present model is solely driven by wind stress:
where T~ and T~ are surface wind stress components.
Spectral Element Discretization and Solvers
The basis sets used in the present work are as follows: By using the same variational procedures as those in [6, 7] , i.e., all the integrations are evaluated by the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature scheme, which is an exact formula for ( 2 N -1)" order polynomials, the spatially discretized formulae for the primitive equations can be obtained. In particular, the isoparametric spectral element discretization formulae for the horizontal momentum equations of the present primitive equation model are virtually identical as those in [6, 71 . One advantage of using the GaussLobatto-Legendre polynomials as basis functions is that we only have to deal with one set of grid points for both interpolating the solutions and evaluating the integrals.
We choose the isoparametric spectral element discretization scheme [6, 71, namely, using nonstaggered grids, for the present numerical model. The nonstaggered formulation avoids spurious pressure modes as staggered schemes do, and, at the same time, has the advantage that pressure is continuous across boundaries of the spectral elements. Only one set grids is required for both interpolation and quadrature, hence simplifying operations.
The discretized incompressibility condition and the hydrostatic condition have the following format:
where [D"] is the matrix generated by applying variational procedures to the vertical differentiation operator; [w] is the vector representing the unknown at the collocation points, and [g] is a vector whose components are known.
To obtain the solution for the vertical velocity, w, we need to solve a matrix problem of the above format. It can be done by using either matrix iteration methods or direct matrix inversion. The latter is especially efficient when the vertical grains of the spectral element mesh are parallel to the z axis, since the dimension of the matrix to be inverted is the same as the number of levels in the vertical direction.
The time marching scheme for the hyperbolic equations of the present model is the 3'd order Adams-Bashforth scheme. This scheme has proven to be efficient in high Reynolds number, high resolution simulations, especially in a massively parallel computing environment [7] . In fact, except in the upper range of eddy viscosity (diffusion) for oceanic applications, it is likely to be more efficient to use a fully-explicit scheme because it results in diagonal stiffness matrices for the hyperbolic equations.
A preconditioned conjugate gradient iterative solver is used in the present model to solve the elliptic equation
associated with the pressure term, which has the following algorithm
.
where P is the Jacobi preconditioner. The greatly reduced operation count resulting from the partial summation algorithm is not the only advantage of the spectral element model in evaluating the matrixvector product; it also has a much smaller storage requirement. In fact, the storage
because the stiffness matrix elements are "computed on the fly" rather than stored in the memory.
Parallel Implementation
The spectral element primitive equation ocean model is parallelized to run efficiently on the Connection Machine Model CM5. In order to avoid unnecessary communication among processing nodes, which is of first order importance in a parallel implementation on a distributed memory, massively parallel architecture, a data mapping scheme was created so that all the information related to a given spectral element is collected in the memory of a single processor. Prior to assembling the global stiffness-matrices, only data related to a given spectral element are used to create the local matrices of that spectral element. At this stage, all computations are carried out at the local level, therefore, there is no communication among neighboring processors while assembling local (elemental) matrices. On the Connection Machine model CM-5, we pursue data parallelism by designing the layout of the arrays of the spectral element model in such a way that the axes along the number of elements are assigned as parallel dimensions, and those along intra-element degrees of freedom as serial ones. is no communication among neighboring processors during elemental level computations, and they are performed concurrently across all virtual processors.
The computational kernel of solving the discretized primitive equations model is calculating matrix-vector products. We split the procedure of calculating matrix-vector products into two steps, each of which admits concurrency. At the first step, the matrix-vector products are carried out at the elemental level with, for example, the elemental Laplacian and mass matrices:
After applying tensor-product factorization, the computational complexities to evaluate (21) and (22) would be C1KNd+'/Q and C2KNd/Q, respectively, where Q is the number of physical processors involved. On the Connection Machine systems, parallel data structure allows (22) to be performed in an array operation, which means that thousands of simultaneous multiplications are made across all the array elements. Hence, C2 is a small number. Consequently, diagonal preconditioning is especially efficient in the data parallel environment: it does not require direct stiffness summation, and only local computation is involved. Iteration counts can be reduced by twenty to thirty percent with about a one percent increase in cost. The processing nodes on the CM-5 model are equipped with powerful vector-processing units that can further reduce the cost of elemental level computation. These vector-processing units are most efficient when the order of the spectral elements is high.
The second step is to carry out direct stiffness summation, E,"==, ', in which contributions from local nodes that share the same physical coordinates are first accumulated, and then assigned back to those local nodes. In a serial spectral element model, this procedure can be accomplished by using global and local index systems, and is automatically done as the matrix computation is made for each spectral element. In the parallel spectral element model, however, it is more efficient to use a separate step for the direct stiffness summation. Since each spectral element has at least one edge (two-dimensional case) or one surface (three-dimensional case) that is shared by a neighboring element, the direct stiffness summation can be carried out simultaneously along these edges or surfaces enabling structured message exchange, i.e., edge-based message exchange for two-dimensional problems, and surface-based message exchange for three-dimensional ones. Since this kind of information exchange takes place along the linkages of the "macro-element-skeleton", it can be easily synchronized for all elements in the entire domain. The work per processor that is required in this procedure is C3dKNd-1/Q. The structured message exchange mostly avoids explicit short messages, and it considerably improves the parallel efficiency of the spectral element model.
With parallel prefix of the CM Fortran, MATMUL and SUM, an inner product can be executed completely in parallel. Its computational complexity is C,KNd/Q. Due to the high level of concurrency afforded by the parallel prefixes, C, is a small number.
In high Reynolds number case, the discretized horizontal momentum equations only requires a direct method to solve. The computation kernel here is the evaluation of the advection term where concurrency can be achieved at different levels of the computation. We first evaluate the shears of velocities at all nodal points Therefore, once the shears of velocities are obtained, the remaining operation to evaluate the advection terms is the same as that of (22) Hence, the total computational complexity of (24) is C2K(
As spectral elements are of high-order, most of the costly operations are at the elemental level, and they are executed concurrently. The spectral granularity at the elemental level can take full advantage of the computing power that the latest processing units provide. The structured message exchange, combined with parallel prefix, makes inter-element communication a lower-order rather than a highe-order cost, compared to that of elemental level computation. This communication cost should be much smaller than that of the h-type finite element model, partially because many fewer redundant nodel values, shared by more than one element, have to be stored. In the parallel implementation of the present spectral element model on the CM5, the number of virtual processors always equals to the number of spectral elements. Therefore, we can use "equivalent speedup"= ( K * T l ) / T~ and "equivalent efficiency"= T l / T~ to measure the parallel performance of the spectral element primitive equation model, where TK is the CM5 cpu time per time step with K spectral elements.
Since on a serial computer, the computational cost of the spectral element primitive ocean model is proportional to the number of spectral elements, K * TI is roughly how much time it would take to execute one time step if the CM5 had only one processor. Figure 1 shows that with a fixed number of physical processors, the performance of the spectral element primitive equation model scales very well until the number of spectral elements becomes so large that the memory in the CM5 partition is saturated. The excellent scalability of the model recovers when the size of the. CM5 partition is increased.
Results From An Equatorial Atlantic Experiment
In this numerical experiment, the model is driven solely by surface wind stress, and the model ocean is an idealized rectangular basin. It is designed to study the effect of wind in the formation and variation of important equatorial ocean phenomena which are meso-scale at least in one spatial dimension, such as low-latitude western boundary currents, eddies, and verticaIly/meridionally alternating low-latitude zonal jets.
The assigned values for the horizontal and vertical eddy viscosity coefficients for the current simulation are 2.4* lo6 ~r n~s -~ and 30 ~r n~s -~, respectively. Since the present spectral element model has adequate resolution to resolve meso-scale eddies, we were able to use a horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient which is an order of magnitude smaller than what was typically used in OGCMs to allow the meso-scale processes to be modeled more realistically.
The lengths of the edges of the macro spectral elements which were used to discretize the present model measured 3.5" in the meridional direction, and 90 m vertically. A strip of refined spectral elements is embedded in the region west of 34" W where the zonal length of the macro spectral elements measured 1.5"; elsewhere it measured 6". This discretization strategy is based on the fact that short equatorial waves are confined near to the western boundary region. The seventh order Gauss-LobattoLegendre polynomials were used to construct the basis functions within each macro spectral elements. Based on the role-of-thumb that 3.5 interpolation points per wavelength would be required for the spectral element model to resolve a wave-like solution with O( 1%) numerical error, the present spectral element ocean model configuration can adequately resolve waves of wave-lengths 150 km in the meridional direction, 50 m in the vertical direction, and 70 km in the zonal direction (300 km if.east of 34" W).
Figures 2a and 3a show that beneath the surface layer, there are bands of westward currents centered around 10"N and 9'21, which supply the equatorward western boundary undercurrents. Compared with the observed structure of the intermediate layer currents [2] , these model subsurface westward currents correspond to the North and the South Equatorial Currents (NEC and SEC), respectively. In the winter season, the model North Equatorial Undercurrent (NEUC) at 3"N is fed from the north by the southward western boundary undercurrent, supplied by the NEC. In summer season, the southward western boundary undercurrent does not reach as far south as in winter, and it veers into the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC) centered at 7"N. In the upper part of the undercurrent layer (-100 m deep), in all seasons, the SEC feeds the model North Brazil Current (NBC) which in turn feeds the South Equatorial Undercurrent (SEUC) near 3's and the EUC. The model NBC also feeds the NEUC in summer, in contrast to the northerly supply of the NEUC in winter. An interesting phenomenon is that while the model NEUC is a permanent current feature, its supply in the western boundary region alternates between a southerly and northerly one depending on the season. From Figures 2a and 3a , we note that outside the western boundary region, the EUC provides input to the NEUC and the SEUC through poleward meridional flows on both of its sides. The present model reproduces the retroflection of the NBC near 4"N in summer. In the upper undercurrent layer, the NBC curves back to the NEUC (Figure 3a) . In the lower undercurrent layer (-200 m), the eastward model NEUC and SEUC diminish, and the model Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) is now flanked by two westward off-equatorial undercurrents located at 1.5"N and at 1.5"s (Figures 2b and 3b) . In winter, the westward off-equatorial current north of the equator diminishes east of 35"W (Figure 2b) . Also, in summer at this vertical level, the equatorward (southward) off-shore countercurrent, which is part of the NBC retroflection, extends all the way to the equator where it joins the EUC. At 100 m depth, however, this countercurrent merges instead with the NEUC (Figure 3a) . The model NBC does not retroflect in winter. In the lower part of the upper-layer (below 200 m), however, there is an offshore anticyclonic gyre at the same latitude where the NBC retroflects in summer (Figure 2b ). The temporal and spatial features of the model upper ocean currents described in this section closely resemble those of their counterparts observed in the tropical Atlantic, which are summarized in [2] .
It is interesting that the branching of the model NBC is strongly layered. In the near-surface layer, the NBC feeds the NECC between 6"N and 9"N in winter, and between 4"N and 7"N in summer. Below the near-surface layer, the model NBC originates south of the equator. In the layer between 60 m and 80 m depth, the NBC branches off mostly to the SEUC near 4"s ; in the layer between 150 m and 250 m, it branches mostly to the EUC; and in the intermediate layer between these two, it supplies both the SEUC and the EUC. In summer season, at depths below 400 m, the model NBC does not branch off to eastward interior flows until it reaches near 4"N where it retroflects into an equatorward countercurrent which eventually joins the model EUC. This layered separation pattern of the NBC was also reported in water mass studies, e.g., [3, 12] .
The fact that the present model reproduced all major features of the currents in the upper couple hundred meters of the tropical Atlantic Ocean suggests that the wind effect here is the deterministic mechanism of current formation an d variations.
More details of the present numerical simulation are described in [ll] .
Conclusions
The present work shows that high order domain decomposition ocean models can be efficiently implemented on massively parallel architectures, such as the Connection Machine Model CM5. The optimized computational efficiency of the parallel spectral element ocean model comes not only from the exponential convergence of the numerical solution, but also from the work-intensive, medium-grained, geometry-based data parallelism. The data parallelism is created to efficiently implement the spectral element ocean model on the distributed-memory massively parallel computer, which minimizes communication among processing nodes and results in a highly scalable performance. The same advantage of the nonstaggered grid formulation was found in the present parallel, three dimensional, spectral element ocean model as in the earlier spectral element shallow water equation model [6, 7] .
